We report on a detailed structural study of ultrathin Ni films on Cu͑100͒ applying quantitative low-energy electron diffraction. The analysis of films with different thickness shows that the film growth is pseudomorphic throughout the coverage regime investigated, 1-11 monolayers. The vertical spacings of the Ni layers, which are unreconstructed, are largely independent of both film thickness and depth. They are by about 3.2% contracted compared to the bulk spacings of Ni ͑5% compared to the bulk spacings of Cu͒, so that all films correspond to homogeneous tetragonal phases. Due to the tetragonal distortion, the volume of Ni atoms in the films is practically the same as in bulk Ni. The layer spacing at the Ni-Cu interface is slightly contracted compared to the value resulting from a hard sphere model, and the same holds for the top Cu layer distance. In particular, within the accuracy limits ͑1-2% or less͒ we detect no structural differences for the change from in-plane to vertical magnetization with varying coverage or temperature or for the change from ferro-to paramagnetism at the Curie temperature. ͓S0163-1829͑99͒03719-4͔
I. INTRODUCTION
Among the ultrathin metal-on-metal film systems, Ni/ Cu͑001͒ is one of the most interesting candidates to study magnetism as well as structure. Detailed studies on growth, electronic, [1] [2] [3] [4] and magnetic properties, [5] [6] [7] [8] like for example the spin reorientation transition [9] [10] [11] [12] and critical temperatures, [13] [14] [15] have been performed. Without going into detail, we recall that the Curie temperature T C is found to depend on the film thickness, and for a nickel film of 4 monolayers ͑ML͒ one finds T C Ϸ225 K. 14 In the ferromagnetic regime the film magnetization is in plane for very low coverages and switches to perpendicular to the surface when exceeding a critical thickness d C , which is temperature dependent 11 and for a temperature of, for example 200 K, is around 7 ML.
In spite of these interesting magnetic-film properties and numerous related investigations rather little effort has been spent to retrieve the precise structure of the films. A recent investigation using quantitative low-energy electron diffraction ͑LEED͒ focused on the structure of films in the very low-coverage range ͑1-3 ML͒ yielding, however, theoryexperiment fits of limited quality. 16 Earlier work of our own groups concentrated on 3, 5, and 11 ML films whereby, however, the energy width of the data base was not optimized and rather long times between preparation and intensity measurements were involved due to magnetic measurements carried out in between.
2 Though the main structural features found are certainly reliable, we decided to carry out much more detailed quantitative LEED analyses of the ultrathin films. In the present work the electron energies are made to extend to as much as 600 eV, and residual gas adsorption is minimized by data acquisition as fast as possible. Moreover, analyses of films for seven different thicknesses in the range 1-11 ML and, in addition, for different temperatures for two films are presented. On the one side, these investigations are meant to yield a detailed picture of the structural evolution of the films with varying coverage including the structure of the interface. On the other hand, they allow-within the achievable accuracy of the structure determination-to detect or rule out possible correlations between surface structure and magnetism by comparison of phases with in-plane and vertical magnetization and phases exhibiting para-and ferromagnetism. Also, the exact structural parameters to be retrieved may be input to theory for the quantitative description and understanding of the magnetic properties. For example, the uniaxial magnetic volume anisotropy has been calculated as a function of the tetragonal distortion of the fcc film structure. 17, 18 The importance of the precise knowledge of the lattice parameters is evident from these studies, in particular as it is generally well known that surface strain and pseudomorphic growth are mutually correlated.
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II. EXPERIMENTAL AND COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS
The experiments were performed in an ultrahigh vacuum chamber equipped with facilities for LEED, ion bombardment, Auger electron spectroscopy ͑AES͒, medium-energy electron diffraction ͑MEED͒, measurements using the magneto-optical Kerr effect, and ferromagnetic resonance ͑FMR͒ as well as for Ni evaporation ͑more details can be taken from Ref. 20͒. The Cu͑100͒ single crystal ͑miscut Ͻ0.5°͒ was cleaned in situ by repeated cycles of Ar ϩ sputtering and subsequent annealing at 900 K until a sharp and low-background (1ϫ1) diffraction pattern was observed using the backview LEED optics. The ultrathin Ni films with thicknesses in the range 1-11 ML were deposited at room temperature with a rate of about 0.6 ML/min, whereby the residual gas pressure was below 1ϫ10
Ϫ10 mbar. After depo-sition, the thicker films were briefly heated to 400 K. The growth of each film was monitored by MEED ͑Fig. 1͒ exhibiting intensity oscillations 7 characteristic for layer-bylayer growth. 1 The oscillation period together with additional AES measurements allowed a thickness calibration with an uncertainty of about 0.2 ML. No surface contamination was found after Ni deposition within the AES detection limit ͑Ͻ1/100 ML͒. DC MOKE measurements were performed in longitudinal geometry.
LEED I(E) spectra were taken with the sample cooled to about 80 K and at normal incidence of the primary beam in the energy range up to 600 eV whereby a video-based and computer-controlled technique was used. 21 The normal incidence was adjusted by comparison of spectra of symmetrically equivalent beams. They eventually were averaged in order to reduce the influence of some residual sample misalignment and of possible inhomogeneities of the luminescent screen and to improve the signal-to-noise ratio. The total database width ⌬E of symmetrically independent energy spectra exceeded 2000 eV for most films ͑see Table I in the next section͒. Full sets of spectra were taken for the clean substrate and for film thicknesses 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, and 11 ML so that phases with in-plane and vertical magnetization are covered. Additionally, intensity data were recorded at temperatures 80, 150, 200, and 300 K for the 4-ML film and at 80 and 300 K for the 7-ML film, i.e., below and above the critical temperature for magnetic reorientation or magnetic order, respectively.
Standard full dynamical computer codes were applied 22, 23 to calculate I(E) spectra in the energy range up to 600 eV. A total of 14 phase shifts relativistically calculated both for nickel and copper were used. They were corrected for isotropic thermal vibrations whereby the vibrational amplitudes were adjusted during the analysis allowing different values for the top surface layer and the layers below. As no reconstruction was visible in the LEED patterns, the atomic layers could be treated as Bravais layers whose diffraction matrices were calculated by matrix inversion. The layers were stacked using the layer-doubling method 22, 23 with up to 23 inequivalent beams taken into account. The imaginary part V oi of the optical potential was used to describe the electron attenuation as usual. As no clear energy dependence could be observed, its value was taken as a constant fitting parameter during the analysis of each film. The same holds for the real part of the inner potential V or . As structural parameters, the in-plane nearest-neighbor distance a p and the top five layer spacings d i j were varied independently in order to retrieve possible deviations from epitaxial growth and tetragonal distortions of the films. The layer spacings below the sixth layer were varied, too, but were assumed to have the same value, d b ͑for the 7 and 11 ML films the copper substrate was not considered͒. In total, this amounts to the variation of seven structural and four nonstructural parameters for each film. For the quantitative comparison of calculated model intensities with the experimental data the Pendry R factor 24 was applied. The best-fit structure was obtained by scanning the parameter space in different steps with decreasing grid spacing ͑0.005 Å in the final step͒. The variance of the R factor, var(R)ϭR(8V oi /E) 1/2 , was used to estimate the error limits of the parameters.
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III. RESULTS
A. Structures for various film thicknesses
The thickness dependence of I(E) spectra in the regime 1-11 ML together with the data for the clean substrate are depicted in Fig. 2 for the ͑1,0͒ beam as an example. Apparently, the shape of the spectra does not change dramatically in particular in the low-energy region, but peak shifts develop with increasing coverage at higher energies, i.e., smaller wavelengths, where the sensitivity to structural changes is highest. At first glance, this seems to indicate structural changes in the film developing with varying thickness. However, the full dynamical analyses show that the film structure is independent of thickness and that the change of the spectra is mainly due to the suppression of the copper substrate's contribution with increasing thickness.
For all films excellent fits between theory and experiment could be achieved mirrored by Pendry R factors of the order of RϷ0.1 or even lower. The films grow perfectly pseudomorphic, i.e., the fit for the lateral nearest-neighbor distance a p reproduces exactly that obtained for the clean copper surface. As in earlier investigations of the clean surface at about 80 K ͑Ref. 25͒ this value is by about 0.02 Å reduced compared to that expected from the lattice parameter of layers in the copper bulk ͑2.55 Å͒. It has been argued that LEED cannot claim this accuracy on the absolute level because of unknown systematic errors both in experiment and theory and that room-temperature x-ray diffraction reproduces the expected value. 26, 27 At the moment this issue of the absolute accuracy of quantitative LEED is unsettled. 28 We should mention, however, that very recent LEED work on a practically defect-free copper surface ͑as controlled by scanning tunneling microscopy at 300 K before transfer to the LEED chamber͒ produces the bulk value for a p for measurements at 300 K but again the reduced value for liquid nitrogen temperature data. 29 Fortunately, however, the precise value of a p is rather unimportant for the present analysis and does not affect the values obtained for the layer spacings. The relevant feature is that the nickel films exhibit the same lateral a p as the substrate, i.e., the growth of the films is strictly pseudomorphic. Also, even with the best-fit value of a p ϭ2.53 Å being reduced compared to the copper bulk the comparison with the lateral nearest-neighbor distance of a nickel surface (a p ϭ2.49 Å) tells that the films exhibit a tensile stress. This is constant over the full range of Ni thickness ͑1-11 ML͒. Table I gives a survey of the vertical layer spacings obtained for the different films and the clean substrate together with the database width and the best-fit R factor achieved in each case. Also, the error limits are given as derived by the variance of the R factor 24 neglecting, however, correlations between different parameters as usual. In order to estimate the influence of these correlations we performed an additional and extensive calculation for a selected single film ͑7 ML͒: For each value of a certain parameter d i j all other parameters were optimized to yield the lowest possible R factor and the error limits were then taken from the resulting R-factor dependence. As expected, the corresponding errors are larger than those displayed in the table. Yet, they are of the same order, i.e., Ϯ0.014, Ϯ0.013, Ϯ0.014, Ϯ0.019, and Ϯ0.024 Å for the first five spacings. This shows that all values of d i j can be viewed to be correct within about 0.01-0.02 Å. We should also explain why the error limits for d 12 are not smaller than for deeper spacings in spite of electron attenuation: The top layer diffraction is weaker than that of deeper layers because of its increased thermal vibrations.
Typical values are ͑again for the 7-ML film͒ amplitudes of 0.12 Å for the top layer and an average of 0.08 Å for deeper layers. The fit for V oi yields values between 6.5 and 7.5 eV for the different films. Figure 3 displays the dependence of the vertical layer spacings on film thickness graphically. Note that a quantity d i j has a different physical meaning for different coverages. So, e.g., d 23 denotes the second copper spacing for the clean substrate, the first copper spacing for the 1-ML film, the Ni-Cu interface spacing for the 2-ML film and the second layer spacing in nickel for the 3-ML and thicker films. In the upper hatched area of Fig. 3 the data points correspond to layer spacings in the Cu substrate and the broken lines indicate the bulk values of Ni and Cu. Values in the lower hatched area for each curve denote the spacing of the Ni-Cu interface. The data below exclusively correspond to spacings in the nickel film. For the copper spacings ͑upper hatched area͒ there are two groups of data, one crowding near the bulk value of copper given by the second and deeper spacings in the substrate as expected, and one in the range 1.75-1.78 Å corresponding to the first interlayer distance in the copper substrate. The grouping of the latter surprisingly means that the first substrate spacing is always slightly contracted and largely independent whether the copper surface is clean or covered by a nickel film. The interface spacings ͑values in the lower hatched area near 1.72 Å͒ are practically independent of film thickness as one is inclined to expect. Like the top copper spacing the interface spacing is by about 2% contracted compared to the value calculated on the basis of a hard sphere model. The spacings between nickel layers lie in a narrow range around 1.70 Å. For example they vary only between 1.69 and 1.71 Å for the 7-ML film.
The present results also show that within the precision of the LEED analysis there is no structural change when the easy axis of magnetization switches from in-plane to out-ofplane with increasing film thickness. 11, 12 This magnetic transition has sufficiently been explained by a thermodynamic interplay of different magnetic contributions such as surface, volume, and shape anisotropy. Yet, it could also be due to some interplay between structure and magnetism as found for example in the case of Fe/Cu͑001͒. 30,31 However, Fig. 3 demonstrates unambiguously that no substantial structural deviations develop in the film or in its very surface with increasing thickness.
Not surprisingly in view of the above result, the structure of the films does not change when the magnetization direction changes as a function of temperature instead of coverage. This was investigated for a 7-ML film. The best-fit parameters resulting from the LEED analysis are displayed in Table II for two temperatures which are above and below the transition temperature of 200-260 K. There are no significant structural differences between the films at the two temperatures.
B. Structures of para-versus ferromagnetic phases
In order to check whether the transition from the ferro-to the paramagnetic phase is accompanied by structural changes, we investigated the temperature dependence of the structural parameters for the 4-ML film (T c ϭ225 K). Intensity spectra were recorded at Tϭ80, 150, 200, and 300 K. The LEED analysis shows that the in-plane a p is independent of temperature. The temperature dependence of the interlayer spacings d i j is depicted in Fig. 4 . For comparison also the temperature dependence of the interlayer spacing for bulk Ni is represented by a dotted line. The bulk thermal expansion, which is on the order of 0.001 to 0.002 Å for the plotted temperature interval cannot be resolved in the figure. d 56 and d 45 correspond to the top spacing in the copper substrate and to the Ni-Cu interface spacing, respectively. As for those, no significant changes of nickel interlayer spacings d i,iϩ1 (iϭ1,2,3) with temperature are detected. In particular, there is no pronounced magnetically driven change when crossing T c , which is marked by the vertical line in Fig. 4 .
C. Intermixing of Cu and Ni?
In the above analyses, no intermixing of Cu and Ni atoms had been allowed. As recent other LEED work has claimed to detect such a copper segregation to the surface, 16 we checked for that for the 1-ML film. In addition to the above treated layer sequence Ni/Cu/Cu sub the theory-experiment fit was made for both: the sequence Cu/Ni/Cu sub and a gradual intermixing Ni x Cu 1Ϫx Cu sub . In the latter case the average t-matrix approximation was applied. In both cases the layer spacings were reoptimized. Yet, the change of the R factor was much smaller than its variance ͓var(R)ϭ0.016͔ and even slightly increased for the sequence Cu/Ni/Cu sub . This insensitivity is not surprising in view of the very similar scattering properties of Ni and Cu, which is well known for elements immediately neighboured in the table of elements. The two elements are simply not distinguishable by LEED, even not on the very low R-factor level achieved in our analysis (Rϭ0.093). As a consequence, the layer spacings determined for the different surface stoichiometries are practically the same, the differences are below 0.005 Å. In turn, this means that the spacings summarized in Table I are correct even if there should be an intermixing not detectable by LEED.
IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
The main result of the structural analyses for films of different thicknesses is that throughout the whole coverage regime, 1-11 ML, the film growth is pseudomorphic, i.e., the lateral lattice parameter of the nickel film is enlarged to that of the copper substrate. As a consequence the films are tetragonally distorted with the distortion being practically homogeneous, i.e., independent of the film depth. This contradicts one of our earlier results 2 according to which the top spacing in the nickel film should be considerably expanded, whereby it was speculated that this relaxation might be magnetically induced. In the present paper, such an expansion can clearly be ruled out. Seemingly, our former experiments were affected by some surface contamination presumably with CO. This could be experimentally confirmed in the present paper by deliberate submonolayer CO adsorption causing the same expansion. Also, such an outward relaxation is known for CO adsorption on Ni͑100͒. 32 The fct structure corresponds to an about 3.2% contraction with respect to the bulk spacing of nickel and about 5% contraction calculated with respect to spacings resulting for an fcc crystal with the lateral lattice parameter a p ϭ2.53 Å. The distortion seems to be due to atomic volume conservation. The atomic volume calculated for the film is 10.88 Å 3 , that for a bulk nickel crystal is 10.92 Å 3 . We cannot confirm recent other LEED work 16 according to which a copper layer should float on top of the Nickel film at very low coverages. The scattering of Ni and Cu is too similar to distinguish the two elements. This holds even on the very low R-factor level achieved in the present paper and is the more true for the much higher levels reported in the earlier work. 16 We have no explanation for the results found by these authors, neither for the chemical sensitivity claimed nor for the change of layer spacings reported to be connected with that. On the other hand, on the grounds of our LEED analysis we cannot strictly exclude the possibility of intermixing or copper floating on top of the nickel film. Yet, our magnetic data indicate that both effects are not important. The FMR spectra are completely reversible if the temperature is cycled to 400 K and back. If changes at the interface occurred, a shift of the resonance field would be expected, which is not observed. Also the formation of a floating Cu layer on top of several monolayers can be ruled out, since previous determinations of T C ͑Ref. 33͒ have shown that this would cause a dramatic reduction of T C .
As obvious from the analyses, we detect no structural changes ͑on the order of 0.01 Å͒ within the film or at its very surface associated with the change of the easy magnetic axis or the onset of magnetic order. Speculations that magnetostriction effects may be more pronounced in heavily strained films than in the bulk are not met by the Ni/Cu͑100͒ system. It seems that the effects are of similar small magnitude ͑0.0001 Å͒ as in the bulk, a result which is supported by recent first-principles calculations. 17 In summary, ultrathin Ni films on Cu͑100͒ in the thickness range 1-11 ML undergo tensile stress by pseudomorphic growth leading to an about 3.2% tetragonal and homogeneous distortion with respect to bulk Ni ͑5% with respect to Cu͒. The atomic volume typical for nickel atoms is conserved. Magnetically induced changes at the spin reorientation transition or at the para-to ferromagnetic phase transition-if ever present-must be below about 0.01-0.02 Å for vertical layer spacings. This work provides a detailed structural data set for model-type fully relativistic bandstructure calculations.
